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Small Space Style
Step into lovely French style homes and shops for inspiration and enchanting ideas. Boutique finds,
along with heirloom antiques, provide a true Gallic journey through the pages of this book. Serene color
palettes and timeworn artifacts create welcoming spaces that showcase prized family linens and
furnishings. Gorgeous photography will invite France into your home and your heart!

Cozy White Cottage
101 Real Decorating FAQs Answered When you have a home decorating question, do you wish you had a team
to consult? Now, you do! Home decor experts Melissa Michaels (The Inspired Room) and KariAnne Wood
(Thistlewood Farms) answer 101 actual queries from readers like you. As Melissa and KariAnne help solve
these everyday decorating dilemmas, you’ll learn more about… Getting Started What to do first, how to
update your entire house, and decorate on a budget. Style and Trends How to find your personal
decorating style, choose a timeless look, and make your home both kid and style friendly. The Major
Elements Get foundational guidelines for flooring, wall décor, lighting, and more. Furniture and Space
Planning How to place furniture properly, maximize open floor space, and redo rooms on a tight budget.
Color, Paint, and Patterns Choose correct colors, learn paint basics, and express your creativity while
avoiding clash. Organization Tame your junk drawer, declutter kitchen appliances, and manage the mess in
a multipurpose room. Accessories and Styling Accessorize with confidence, showcase your favorite pieces,
and own your style even while renting. If you’re unsure about any area of decorating, chances are the
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answers are inside this book. Melissa and KariAnne can help!

Home Made Lovely
Popular blogger and self-taught decorator Myquillyn Smith (The Nester), helps readers accept and find
beauty in imperfection, and find the freedom to take risks to create the home—and life—they’ve always
wanted. This beautiful four-color book is full of photos and creative, easy ideas for arranging,
decorating, and building a welcoming home. Myquillyn Smith is all about embracing reality—especially
when it comes to decorating a home bursting with boys, pets, and all the unpredictable messes of life.
In The Nesting Place, Myquillyn shares the secrets of decorating for real people—and it has nothing to
do with creating a flawless look to wow your guests. It has everything to do with embracing the natural
imperfection and chaos of daily living. Drawing on her years of experience creating beauty in her 13
different homes, Myquillyn will show you how to think differently about the true purpose of your home
and simply and creatively tailor it to reflect you and your unique style—without breaking the bank or
stressing over comparisons. Full of easy tips, simple steps, and practical advice, The Nesting Place
will give you the courage to take risks with your home and transform it into a place that’s inviting and
warm for family and friends. There is beauty in the lived-in and loved-on and just-about-used-up,
Myquillyn says, and welcoming that imperfection wholeheartedly just might be the most freeing thing
you’ll ever do.

A Touch of Farmhouse Charm
Everyone wants a home that is beautiful and clutter free. But most of us are unsure how to get there
without breaking the bank. Popular interior designer Shannon Acheson takes the guesswork out of creating
a lovely home. Home Made Lovely is a mind-set: decorating should be about those who live there, rather
than making your home into a magazine-worthy spread. Shannon walks you through how to · decorate in a
way that suits your family's real life · declutter in seven simple steps · perform a house blessing to
dedicate your home to God · be thankful for your current home and what you already have · brush up on
hospitality with more than 20 actionable ideas that will make anyone feel welcome and loved in your home
In Home Made Lovely, Shannon meets you right where you are on your home-decorating journey, helping you
share the peace of Christ with family members and guests.

Little Farmstead Living
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Kevin McCloud is a leading influence in interior design. His unique and refreshing approach stems from a
background in art history and the theatre. Using a repertoire of techniques ranging from the traditional
to the self-invented, he offers an unsurpassed array of rich effects and a sure guide to effective
styling.

Beautifully Organized
A romantic interpretation of French country style in a California cottage. With beautiful photography
and a tale about a little forgotten house that could, Courtney shares the story of her renovation of a
1940s cottage in the California countryside. An abandoned vacation house, set in the center of rolling
fields and trees becomes the cottage home of her dreams . . . a French country style cottage filled with
original elements and an exquisite mix of rustic and refined. The years of renovation allowed Courtney
to create a lifestyle that is fueled by inspiration and beauty, a touch of whimsy, and an abundance of
everyday elegance. The journey has been shared on her popular blog French Country Cottage, and now,
through the publication of her first book, her readers will experience a reveal of more of her home and
property and the inspirations behind her beloved style. Courtney's inspiring photography reveals every
nuance of her style and home including a muted color palette, old brassy door knobs, chippy paint,
antiques, her greenhouse and garden, and an abundance of entertaining and holiday decorating style.
Blurring the lines between indoor and outdoors and embracing well worn as well loved, French Country
Cottage is a style that celebrates simplicity, indulges in romance, cherishes pieces with history and
believes a chandelier and fresh flowers belong in every room. A freelance photographer and author of the
blog French Country Cottage, Courtney also works as an editor, brand ambassador and designer. She has a
floral collection with Balsam Hill and with several licensed collections launching in 2018 and 2019,
Courtney's product lines will join her long list of creative accomplishments. Her photography and home
has been featured in magazines in the US and Europe including several cover shots. Courtney is a mother
of three and lives in her vintage cottage in the California countryside with her husband and adopted dog
Sweet Pea; you can often find her with camera in hand capturing a whimsical moment.

Grow in the Dark
In Homebody: A Guide to Creating Spaces You Never Want to Leave, Joanna Gaines walks you through how to
create a home that reflects the personalities and stories of the people who live there. Using examples
from her own farmhouse as well as a range of other homes, this comprehensive guide will help you assess
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your priorities and instincts, as well as your likes and dislikes, with practical steps for navigating
and embracing your authentic design style. Room by room, Homebody gives you an in-depth look at how
these styles are implemented as well as how to blend the looks you're drawn to in order to create spaces
that feel distinctly yours. A design template at the end of the book offers a step-by-step guide to
planning and sketching out your own design plans. The insight shared in Homebody will instill in you the
confidence to thoughtfully create spaces you never want to leave.

French Country Cottage
From whitewashed walls and clawfoot tubs to faded cream fabrics in antique quilts, Country Living
Decorating with White showcases a beautiful new vision of how to use this classic hue. Punchy, inviting,
and striking images go room by room, explaining the art of choosing the right shade of white and
blending it with other colors and objects. The book is packaged with a stunning wicker-textured cover.

Cozy White Cottage Seasons
Come along on the hunt to coveted country sources and the best secret antiquing spots, and learn how to
create country farmhouse style in your city dwelling. Author Kim Leggett is the creator of City
Farmhouse, an interior design business, pop-up antiquing fairs, and vintage store. She is also a
legendary “picker” and favorite designer to celebrity clients (and country-style mavens) including Meg
Ryan, Ralph Lauren, Sheryl Crow, and Phillip Sweet and Kimberly Schlapman of Little Big Town. In City
Farmhouse Style, Leggett offers great style advice, breaking down the design vocabulary that makes for
fresh country style (no matter the setting). The popularity of farmhouse style has designers, homeowners, and fans in search of inspiration to create this look in all its rural glory. City Farmhouse
Style is the first design book of its kind to focus entirely on transforming urban interiors with
unfussy, welcoming, country-style decor.

Simply Country
Contemporary Cottages updates beach and mountain cottages with fresh, modern appointments, magical
entryways, updated and repurposed rooms, open ceilings, custom floor plans and unique lighting—all
without disturbing the timeless charm and scale that defines a cottage. Molly Hyde English has authored
two previous books on the subject: Camps and Cottages (2000, Gibbs-Smith) and Vintage Cottages (2007,
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Gibbs-Smith). She owns Camps and Cottages, a leading source for curated home and lifestyle furnishings,
has been covered by a number of national publications, and maintains a website and Instagram following.
The store is located in Laguna Beach, California. Ryan Garvin is a noted interior design photographer
based in Southern California. His work regularly appears in a number of national print and web
publications, ranging from Elle Decor to Traditional Home, and has a following on Instagram.

Dinner Just for Two
From the blogger behind Dessert for Two, a cookbook that inspires couples to get into the kitchen
together Sharing a meal is something most couples love to do; meal-planning programs such as Blue Apron
have made it easy and fun to prepare dinner together, too. But home cooks who enjoy homemade food at a
reasonable cost really only need a great cookbook, with a friendly voice and delicious recipes, designed
to be made and eaten by two. Here is that book. From simple meals to celebratory dinners, comfort food
to healthy but hearty options, Dinner Just for Two features 100 dishes, including: Bourbon- Glazed
Turkey Burgers Creamy Baked Spaghetti for Two Pear Pecorino Pasta Sheet Pan Summer Salmon Gorgeously
designed with more than 100 photographs, Dinner Just for Two is destined to be a classic.

Nomad
In this deluxe cloth-covered style guide, celebrated designer Sibella Court travels the world in search
of eclectic inspiration. She explores far-flung destinations and captures the essence of each in small
details, exotic color palettes, exquisite textures, and traditional crafts. Along the way, she shows
readers how to incorporate these elements into interiors and how to replicate the ideas in their own
spaces. Overflowing with imaginative ideas from across the globe with breathtaking photos of each
destination accompanied by examples of gorgeous real-life interiors, plus tips for applying the looks at
home Nomad promises to serve as the ultimate lookbook for designers and wanderers the world over.

Sean Scherer's Kabinett and Kammer
A strong, loving, patient Midwestern housewife and mother finds herself dangerously near to involvement
in a scandal following an innocent college reunion

Contemporary Cottages
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Featuring more than 200 tips for making the most of your little home, Small Space Style is the musthave, incredibly inspirational guide for living large in compact quarters. Join small space lifestyle
expert Whitney Leigh Morris as she demonstrates how to keep clutter to a minimum, craft double duty
layouts, personalize chic storage, go vertical when surfaces are limited, DIY clever custom built-ins,
and even entertain a crowd within confined square footage. With chapters centered around the
essentials—living, sleeping, eating, and bathing—Small Space Style features real-life examples from
Whitney’s own delightful and sophisticated cottage in Venice Beach, California, as well as home tours of
some of her favorite tiny houses, micro apartments, and beautiful, efficient small spaces.

Homebody
From the rising-star designer and author of the hit blog, Elements of Style, a full-color, fully
illustrated book packed with honest advice, inspiration, ideas, and lessons learned about designing a
home that reflects your personality and style. Elements of Style is a uniquely personal and practical
decorating guide that shows how designing a home can be an outlet of personal expression and an exercise
in self-discovery. Drawing on her ten years of experience in the interior design industry, Erin combines
honest design advice and gorgeous professional photographs and illustrations with personal essays about
the lessons she has learned while designing her own home and her own life—the first being: none of our
homes or lives is perfect. Like a funny best friend, she reveals the disasters she confronted in her own
kitchen renovation, her struggles with anorexia, her epic fight with her husband over a Lucite table,
and her secrets for starting a successful blog. Organized by rooms in the house, Elements of Style
invites readers into Erin’s own home as well as homes she has designed for clients. Fresh, modern, and
colorful, it is brimming glamour and style as well as advice on practical matters from choosing kitchen
counter materials to dressing a bed with pillows, picking a sofa, and decorating a nursery without
cartoon characters. You’ll also find a charming foreword by Erin’s husband, Andrew, and an extensive
Resource and Shopping Guide that provides an indispensable a roadmap for anyone embarking on their first
serious home decorating adventure. With Erin’s help, you can finally make your house your home.

Shades of Country
White is the ultimate color in country-style decorating--and Country Living has the ultimate fresh take
on white! Organized by design style, from rustic to modern, inviting images and "Bright Ideas" tips help
you choose the right color for any room. Whether you're on the hunt for a sturdy shade that stands up to
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a busy family, a way to warm up a blank wall, or a white that holds its own in classic color combos,
Country Living provides inspiration.

Cosy
As a busy wife, new mother, business owner, and designer, Emily Ley came to a point when she suddenly
realized she couldn't do it all. She needed to simplify her life, organize her days, and prioritize the
priorities. She realized that she had been holding herself to a standard of perfection, when what God
was really calling her to do was step into his grace. In this four-session video-based study
(DVD/digital video sold separately), Emily describes the journey that led to her pursuing a simpler
life—one that allowed her to breathe, laugh, and grow—and provides ways for others to simplify their
lives. She reminds each of us that God abundantly pours out grace on us, and because of this, we can
surely extend grace to ourselves. This message is for everyone who has been trying to do it all only to
burn out. As Emily writes, "You don't have to be perfect to embrace grace. Grace is free—for imperfect
and unworthy people like you and me. God wants us to love big and feel deeply alive, free from the traps
of perfection and comparison. The truth is, if we take care of ourselves like we're nurturing everyone
else, shower love on our people, and pursue the things that make us feel deeply alive, perfection won’t
sound so necessary, and real-life joy will find us in the beautiful mess of it all." Sessions include:
Let Go of the “Perfect Life” Surrender Control Build True Community Live in God’s Grace Designed for use
with Grace, Not Perfection Video Study (sold separately).

Grace, Not Perfection Study Guide
Whether you live in a country farmhouse or an urban apartment, find inspiration for every room in your
home. Come cozy up with your creativity and Liz's welcoming voice so you can love the feeling of being
at home. In this beautiful book of house and garden photography and DIY inspiration, popular blogger Liz
Marie Galvan shares: 100 tips and tricks to make your home feel cozy Budget-friendly hints to make
decorating affordable Simple DIY projects for every room in the house In Cozy White Cottage, Liz offers
her best home décor and design tips to help you create a space you'll love coming home to. You'll love
Liz's real-life, easy, and affordable ideas to get the most out of your home and discover things like:
The passion and productivity that can pour out of an inspiring, functional workspace or office The
conversation and connection that flow out of a warm, well-arranged living room The thoughtful
hospitality that can welcome guests, be it for a cup of coffee or an overnight stay The rejuvenation
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that can happen when we have quiet spaces for reading, prayer, and rest The calming routines and rituals
that we can implement into our spaces and our lives The laughter, joy, and learning that can occur in
adorable, functional playrooms The life-giving power that beats in the heart of our homes, the kitchen
Each month hundreds of thousands of readers find design inspiration and DIY ideas on Liz's blog, where
Liz shares stories of life with her veteran husband, Jose, their 1800s Michigan farmhouse, and the home
décor boutique she co-owns. Cozy White Cottage offers inspiration for every style and makes the perfect
self-purchase, housewarming gift, birthday treat, Mother's Day read, or holiday gift.

But Where Do I Put the Couch?
Suggests hundreds of practical, easy decorating projects using items on hand to beautify the home for
seasons and holidays, and includes step-by-step instructions.

Country Living Decorating with White
Creative inspiration and easy decorating ideas fill the pages of Cottage Style, A Palette of White. This
collection of light-filled rooms drenched in soft neutral tones call for simple comforts as they exude a
rich, personal style. In the 208 pages, you ll find a blend of traditional, timeworn elements styled
with fresh, new accents that create an intrinsic feeling of home."

Sarah Style
Create the Home You’ve Always Dreamed of with Easy, Authentic Farmhouse Décor Opening A Touch of
Farmhouse Charm is like taking a breath of fresh, clean country air. With the turn of each page, Liz
Fourez leads you on a tour through her family’s house, restored to its 1940s rustic farm style, and
teaches you how to make each handmade decoration yourself. The projects require minimal effort, yet add
instant charm to any room. With your blue jeans on and a few of the most basic supplies in hand, you’ll
be on your way to your dream home in no time. You’ll learn how to make a custom wood Family Name Sign
for your living room, a Wooden Boot Tray on Casters for the entryway, a Ruffled Stool Slipcover for the
kitchen and a Rustic Wooden Frame for the bedroom, plus decorations for the office, bathroom, kids’
bedroom and playroom. Farmhouse style is about cultivating a connection among family, home and nature; A
Touch of Farmhouse Charm helps you bring the warmth and beauty of simpler times to your modern life
naturally.
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Cozy White Cottage
'Simply Country' highlights new ways to look at the country and shows you how easily traditional styles
can be used to create the ideal of relaxed modern living.

Elements of Style
Interior designer, artist, and collector Sean Scherer shares his secrets about applying the principles
of two-dimensional art to home design Sean Scherer's Kabinett & Kammer is equally a celebration and a
guide to both collecting and showing how lively design can integrate disparate objects into beautifully
layered ensembles. Scherer's interiors feature vintage display cabinets housing discarded collections of
whittled songbirds, stunning 19th-century maps and school teaching aids, ferns in cast-iron planters,
and photomurals. The effect is a supercharged nod to American Gothic heightened by Scherer's
sophisticated palette and sense of proportion. Each photograph by William Abranowicz is a lesson on
color and texture, focal points, and room size. Though styles fluctuate and tastes are unique, the
principles of design are immutable, and good design is good design.

Country Living Shades of White
A richly illustrated guide to cottage style decorating provides both traditional and fresh new twists on
the popular style, featuring an array of inspirational designs and ideas, ranging from a California
bungalow furnished in flea market finds to a rural English retreat in a New York apartment, along with
tips on how use color, work with wallpaper patterns, and display collections. Reprint.

Quick Country Decorating
Add That Certain Je Ne Sais Quoi to Your Home, Effortlessly Rustic and elegant French décor never goes
out of style—and with easy yet sophisticated accessories for your home, these 70 projects will transform
your space and add that special touch to any room. Jamie Lundstrom’s projects use easy-to-find and
recycled objects, as well as new materials, to bring her French vintage style into your life. Projects
span every season and category, from sewing to painting and upholstery, including provincial antique
baskets, a fantastique Trumeau mirror, a jolie gold leaf frame, boutique plaster of Paris–dipped flowers
and a chic antique chair. Featuring simple step-by-step instructions with beautiful photos to help guide
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you, these projects can be created in just a few hours or less.

The Year of Cozy
From bestselling author, HGTV star, and Canadian design queen Sarah Richardson comes the interior design
book of the decade. Ever wondered how to transform your laundry room from drab to fab? Your kitchen from
prison to paradise? Your bedroom from boring to beautiful? Now you can, in this comprehensive interior
design tome by design maven extraordinaire Sarah Richardson. Within these beautiful, full-colour pages
and photographs, Sarah walks you through each room in your home, from the master bedroom to the kids’
rooms, to the kitchen, the bathroom, and everywhere in between, showing you how to turn a house into a
home—Sarah style. Featuring full-page design spreads with stunning attention to detail, Sarah Style is a
cache of creative, unique ideas for transforming your living spaces. You can make your dream home a
reality, and the inspiration—and complete know-how—is right here in this premier source for all things
interior design!

French Vintage Décor
Classic, timeless, versatile, easily adapted to changing fashions and brilliant for maximizing
light—white can work in every room in every home. In At Home With White, Atlanta Bartlett and Karena
Callen start by showing us How to Use White to create a multitude of different environments—from warm,
relaxed, and homey through to cool and tranquil—utilizing different textures and shades. Next, Creating
a Mood with White describes five themes: Classic, Romantic, Beach, Country, and Modern, and demonstrates
how to design a successful and practical white interior. Finally, Living with White illustrates, room by
room, how to make white work for you. From bedrooms to kitchens, white is the most effortless and
versatile shade for contemporary living. 'Proves the power of white as a timeless choice that easily
adapts to any design style.' www.countryliving.com

Simple Farmhouse Life
Grow in the Dark puts the spotlight on 50 of the best houseplants you can grow in your dim or dark
apartment. Author Lisa Eldred-Steinkopf, known as the Houseplant Guru, shares the knowledge she’s gained
tending to her own personal jungle of over 1,000 houseplants. Having a south-facing window doesn’t
always guarantee you the best light to grow plants—especially if your window faces an alley or a treePage 10/16
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lined street. What’s the point of growing an urban jungle if tall buildings are blocking all your
sunshine? This compact guide, designed to look as good on your shelf as it is useful, will help you
learn how to make the most of your light so you can reap the physical and emotional benefits of living
with plants. Detailed profiles include tips on watering your plants just right, properly potting them,
and troubleshooting pests and diseases. You’ll also learn which plants are safe to keep around your
pets. Whether you live in a shady top-floor apartment or a dungeon-y garden level, this book will help
you grow your plant collection to its healthiest for its Instagram debut.

At Home with White
In a full-color guide, the creator of the firm At Home With Nikki shares her best advice for how to
create an organized, beautiful and welcoming home, including the five steps every homeowner should go
through: Assess, Declutter, Clean, Organize and Beautify.

Cottage Style
Find inspiration in decorative country living with Country Brocante Style. Lucy Haywood is the creator
of The Country Brocantes—home and lifestyle fairs held in idyllic rural surroundings. In Country
Brocante Style, she introduces her pretty and accessible signature look into the home, fusing two
enduring and appealing decorating traditions—English country style and French-inspired vintage styling.
There’s classic French "brocanterie"—old textiles, vintage furniture, and decorative pieces—alongside
lifestyle brands, gardenalia, handmade textiles, cottage-garden flowers, and other homewares. In the
first section, Country Brocante Style, Lucy leads you through the color palette of the Brocantes and
discusses key pieces of furniture and decorative objects before presenting creative ideas for putting
the look together. In the second section, Country Brocante Interiors, she pays a visit to the homes of
the dealers and the buyers who flock to the fairs. Decorative country style is more popular than ever
and Country Brocante Style will inspire you to create this romantic, timeless style in your own home.

Mother Mason
The Danes have hygge. The Swedes have lagom. Now, Laura Weir, a beloved lifestyle journalist and editorin-chief of London Evening Standard’s weekly ES magazine, introduces American readers to the Brits’ bestkept secret—coziness—an indulgent, luxurious, yet unfussy way of creating comfort and joy. Cosy is “the
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slacker’s guide to staying at home, an antidote to peak frazzle.” With trademark Anglo cheekiness, Laura
Weir perfectly captures the British essence of cosy. She celebrates socks, warms to the joys of toasty
open fires, and extols the virtues of a quiet walk, ultimately enticing us all to create the British
magic of cosy in our everyday lives. With more than 140 whimsical illustrations and interviews with
British lifestyle experts, including Melissa Hemsley, Sophie Dahl, and Dolly Alderton, Cosy is a perfect
reminder to slow down, have a cuppa, and settle in when life pushes you into overdrive.

Country Living Cottage Style
From blogger, recipe developer, and photographer Adrianna Adarme comes a beautiful book of advice for
simplifying, beautifying, and living a more thoughtful life. Organized by the months of the year, and by
categories such as "Live," "Do," and "Make," Adarme shares ideas for activities, recipes, and projects
that make the little moments in life just as exciting as the big. Like her blog, A Cozy Kitchen, The
Year of Cozy features warm and comforting photos and cozy inspiration. Adarme gives us special (but
totally doable) things we can do for others and ourselves. From recipes to DIY crafts, Adarme focuses on
easy, inexpensive undertakings that have a big reward: happiness. The best moments in life don't require
stuff, they just require intention. Adarme's clear and easy-to-follow instructions and recipes will
excite and motivate you to march into your kitchen and craft closet to make something you can be proud
of.

Handmade Tile
In Cozy White Cottage Seasons, popular blogger and cozy expert Liz Marie Galvan offers full-color
photography, seasonally inspired decor, and doable DIY projects to help you enjoy your own cozy space in
every season.

Country Brocante Style
Capturing the timeless quality and adaptability of country style design, a lavishly illustrated resource
examines in detail six different styles of country design--clean and simple, rustic, farmhouse, grand
country, cottage, and urban arcadia--covering such areas as color choice, furnishings, window and wall
treatments, floors, and accessories.
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French Cottage
A home tells a story; it should be a celebration of the family that resides there. For well-known
Instagram influencer (@littlefarmstead) and lifestyle blogger Julie Thomas, family and friends are at
the center of it all. Through stories of transforming a fixer-upper into a charming farmhouse for her
loved ones to enjoy, Julie reveals dozens of simple ways that anyone can bring warmth, joy, and meaning
to their everyday homes. From farmhouse gatherings to seasonal decorating--plus a chapter on making
Christmas magic--this beautiful and practical hardcover volume is one to turn to again and again.
Whether you're smack in the city, out in the country, or living life in the suburbs, you can begin
creating the home of your dreams . . . in the space you live in now.

The Nesting Place
In Cozy White Cottage, popular blogger Liz Marie Galvan shares hundreds of tips and tricks, budgetfriendly hints, and project how-tos to make every room in your house a place you love coming home to,
whether you live on a country farm or an urban apartment.

Cozy Minimalist Home
Popular blogger Rachel Van Kluyve of Crate & Cottage, along with a community of other successful home
décor bloggers, offers up practical design tips in this beautiful lifestyle book for women who want to
create lovely, budget-friendly, intentional spaces for themselves and their families. Create a home
that's inviting, beautiful, and uniquely you—all while staying on a budget. Whether you're decorating
your first home, planning for renovations, or simply looking for an affordable refresh, She Made Herself
a Home is the ideal home décor planner to help you tap into your creative side and instill the
confidence you need to get started. Women of all ages who care about their family's personal spaces will
find that this guide makes designing a home with function and beauty an exciting, unintimidating
prospect. With ideas adaptable to any décor story, Rachel walks her readers through each space in a
home, listing a room's must-haves and providing easy steps to determine a layout that works best for
each individual's home. Rachel also provides the best tips for choosing the right item for your space,
finding great deals, and keeping it all organized. Alongside photography of Rachel's gorgeous home, She
Made Herself a Home features favorite photos and ideas from many other popular home décor bloggers,
whose unique styles offer extra inspiration. You don't have to break the bank to bring new life and
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purpose into your home. With design expertise from Rachel and others, you can confidently take action to
create the beautiful, peaceful home you've dreamed of.

The Techniques of Decorating
Handmade Tile is a contemporary guide for ceramic artists and anyone interested in custom tile
installations—from making, designing, and decorating to designing your space and installation. No matter
how many years of experience you have as a ceramic artist or how many home-improvement projects you've
tackled, nothing prepares you for the unique world of ceramic tile. From concept and design, through
firing and installation, ceramic tiling is one of the few places in a home where art is permanently
installed as a feature of a room. In Handmade Tile, Forrest Lesch-Middelton shares everything he's
learned as the founder and owner of the custom tile business FLM Ceramics and Tile. From his years as a
one-man operation to his current production facility, Forrest has seen it all and helps you every step
of the way. Whether you want to make your own tile, or want to use artistic and custom-made tile in your
home, this book has everything you need. Key features of the book include: Making Tile: key tools,
rolling, cutting, extruding Decorating: glazes, image transfer, cuerda seca, underglaze, slip Designing
Your Space: tile in context, choosing your tile, codes and standards Installation: removing old tile,
backing, preparing surfaces, setting, grouting Galleries and interviews with today's top workings
artists in tile round out the package. Featured artists include Allison Bloom, Boris Aldridge, Disc
Interiors, PV Tile, and more.

She Made Herself a Home
Transform your home into a simple farmhouse--no matter where you live--with this beautiful guide to slow
living. Country girl and popular blogger Lisa Bass shares her favorite hearty recipes, handmade
projects, and tips for natural living that she uses in her own from-scratch life. Slow down and enjoy
the simplicity of a country lifestyle with recipes and projects such as: Natural Kitchen: rosemary lemon
foaming dish soap, stonewashed linen apron, market tote Handmade Décor: pillow covers from reclaimed
materials, dipped beeswax candles, linen ruffle throw blanket Natural Body: chamomile body butter,
lavender calendula salve, relaxing bath soak and body mist Natural Laundry: essential oil spot remover,
wool dryer balls, lavender linen spray Natural Cleaning: orange dusting spray, glass cleaner Farmhouse
Cooking: cast iron sourdough cinnamon roll, orange cream kefir smoothie, roasted red pepper and tomato
soup Gardening: windowsill herb garden, cut flower garden, essential oil pest spray
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City Farmhouse Style
More Style, Less Stuff Cozy Minimalism isn’t about going without or achieving a particular new, modern
style. Nope. It’s simply a mindset that helps you get whatever style YOU LOVE with the fewest possible
items. You want a warm, cozy, inviting home, without using more resources, money, and stuff than needed.
Why use more if you don't have to? In Cozy Minimalist Home, accidental stylist and bestselling author
Myquillyn Smith guides you step by step on making purposeful design decisions for your home. You'll have
the tools to transform your home starting with what you already have, and using just enough of the right
furniture and decor to create a home you're proud of in a way that honors your personal priorities,
budget, and style. No more fretting when it comes to decorating your house! In Cozy Minimalist Home,
Myquillyn Smith helps you Realize your role as the curator of your home who makes smart, style-impacting
design choices Finally know what to focus on, and what not to worry about when it comes to your home
Discover the real secret to finding your unique style—it has nothing to do with those style quizzes
Understand how to find a sofa you won't hate tomorrow Deconstruct each room and then re-create it step
by step with a fail proof process Create a pretty home with more style and less stuff—resulting in
backwards decluttering! Finish your home and have it looking the way you've always hoped so you can use
it the way you've always dreamed After reading Myquillyn's first book, The Nesting Place, women
everywhere were convinced that it doesn’t have to be perfect to be beautiful and they found real
contentment in their homes. But how does a content imperfectionist make actual design decisions? Cozy
Minimalist Home is the answer to that question. Written for the hands-on woman who'd rather move her own
furniture than hire a designer, this is the guidance she needs to finish every room of her house. With
people, priorities and purpose in mind, anyone can create a beautiful home that transcends the trends. A
pretty home is nice, but a Cozy Minimalist home goes beyond pretty and sets the stage for connection,
relationship, and rest.
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